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ABSTRACT – The foot arch is a key role in supporting the weight of the body and providing
propulsion force during push-off, it enables a more natural and aesthetic gait and protects the
foot from injury. An effective way to prevent injuries caused by abnormal foot arches is to use
suitable personalized insoles. Personalized insoles can reduce and relieve the pain that caused
by abnormal of the foot arches, which can be difficult to make for each particular type. Current
methods of analyzing foot arches are manual calculation, which is time consuming and prone to
human error. Therefore, the objective of this study is to classify foot arches posture and
determine different foot arch types based on the foot scan image by develop an application to
improve the analysis of personalized insole. As the result, our foot arch type classification gives
the satisfied result at 87.5% comparing to the data classified by expert.

KEYWORDS: Image Processing, Foot Arch, Information Technology, Arch Index, Personalized
insole

will ease insole producers to classify foot arch type
for each individual efficiently. An example of an
image from Presscam analysis tool is shown in Figure
1. Note that an image from Presscam analysis tool
will be called as foot pressure image in this paper.

1. Introduction
Foot posture is an important component of
musculoskeletal assessment in clinical practice and
research. One reason is that foot helps humans
maintain and relocate their center of gravity; foot
posture alignment also related to how the body weight
is distributed so that humans can balance their
stability. The abnormal feet might introduce health
issues such as walking performance or posture
maintaining.
An effective way to prevent any injuries caused
by abnormal foot arches is to use suitable
personalized insoles so that it would perfectly fit each
particular type. However, current methods of
analyzing foot arch type involve X-ray and getting the
image from Presscam analysis tool and then manually
identify the foot arch type, which is time-consuming
and prone to human errors. It causes the unpopularity
of personalized insoles. Based on this, we then
propose to develop a system called Foot Arch Posture
Classification using Image Processing (FAP) to
improve the analysis of personalized insole. This
system will accept an image from Presscam analysis
tool and automatically classify the foot arch type. This
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Figure 1. An example of an image from Presscam
analysis tool

2. Background and Related Work
In this section, we provide the background and related
works.

wudhichart.saw@mahidol.edu
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2.1 Foot type classification

2.2 The arch index calculation

On the average, there are 2.2% of population that
suffer from the abnormally of foot [1]. Their related
symptoms are associated with poor health outcomes,
and more likely chance to occur when the ages
increase [2].
To better understand the problem, a foot type can
be classified into three categories shown in Figure 2.
The first, the normal foot type or neutrally aligned
foot (Figure 2a), contains the characteristic of
balancing between the horizontal forefoot and a
calcaneus.
The second, cavus foot (Figure 2b), also known
as high arches (per cavus) is a condition where the
bend in the middle of the foot is abnormally high.
When a person with cavus foot type is walking or
standstill, their weight highly presses on the ball and
heel of their feet. With this, standing for a long time
might affect the balance and can cause the sprained
ankle [3].
The last, low feet or flat feet (Figure 2c) is where
there is no arch in the foot and the whole sole touches
the ground. This type of foot is quite common in
children because their bones are still developing.
However, for the adult, flat feet can cause the lower
back and knee pain as their foot cannot absorb the
impact while walking. It can also affect the uneven
distribution of body weight which, in the long run,
can result in shoes wearing down unevenly or more
quickly than usual, especially on one side and may
cause the further injuries [4].

The arch index lies in the area of the middle third of
the footprint. Thus, the foot area is divided into 3
equal parts; the arch index is calculated by using the
ratio of the middle third of the footprint to the entire
footprint area (excluding the toes). Based on [7] and
[8], the final arch index can be calculated using
Equation 1.
𝐵
𝐴 𝐵 𝐶
Equation 1 Arch Index Calculation
𝐴𝑟𝑐ℎ 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 𝐴𝐼

where A, B, and C are the area of parts of foot as
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Area A, B, and C for calculating of the arch
index value
Finally, a range of the arch index scores can have
a range from 0 to 0.39. With the mean 0.24, median
0.24 and standard deviation (SD) 0.06, they can be
categorized into 3 groups as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Foot Arch Type and Arch Index
Foot Arch Type
Arch Index
High
< 0.21
Normal
[0.21,0.28]
Flat
> 0.28
The arch index of normal type (± 1 SD from the
mean) is 0.21 to 0.28, high type (< 1 SD) is lower
than 0.21, and flat type (> 1 SD) is more than 0.28
[7,8].
Therefore, we plan to design a system that would
calculate the arch index scores from given input
image then interpret the foot type with only the
provided information.

Figure 2. Foot Arch Types consist of (a) normal foot,
(b) cavus foot or high arch foot, and (c) flat foot
To analyze the foot type traditionally, the clinical
protocols in [5] stated the use of the navicular height
and the arch index. The navicular height can be
obtained by measure from the supported surface to the
navicular tuberosity, which is located at the side of the
foot. In [6], they use the sided X-ray image to perform
the flat feet classification. However, our study is focus
on using the foot pressure image for classification.
Thus, it is more suitable to use the arch index
measurement; in the next subsection, we explained the
process of calculating the arch index.

3. System and Design
In this section, we describe the detail of our system
FAP and design. Firstly, we acquired an input image
data as foot pressure image from Presscam analysis
tool. The user stood on SIDAS Foot Scanner (Figure
4a). After that, the obtained plantar surface of the foot
transferred to the Presscam analysis tool
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(Figure 4b)
4 and the fooot pressure im
mage is retrieveed.

As can be seeen in Figure 5, the color in the image
is th
he level of pressure,
p
wheen a person stands
s
on
SIDA
AS Foot Scannner. Basicallly, the level is
i ordered
from
m blue, violett, light violeet, green, lig
ght green,
yello
ow, dark yelloow, orange, aand red as low
w to high
respeectively. The foot arch type of each imaage in our
datasset has been labelled by experts from Thailand
Natio
onal Metal and Materialls Technolog
gy Center
(MT
TEC).
As stated earrlier, due to thhe time consu
uming and
pron
ne to human errors
e
caused by manual caalculation,
perso
onalized insoles are not w
widely availab
ble in the
mark
ket. Facing this challennge, we pro
opose an
apprroach to classify the foot aarch types usiing image
processing.
FAP System
m has two main modulles: User
Interraction and Classification
C
by Foot Arcch Index.
The structure charrt is in Figure 6.

Figuree 4. The data was
w obtained using:
u
(a) SID
DAS
Foot Scanner andd (b) Presscam
m analysis tool
The foot pressuree images as shown
s
in Figuure 5
were colllected as ourr dataset. Theere were 1000 foot
pressure images scannned by SIDAS Foot Scannner. It
can be coonsidered thatt each foot preessure image has 2
sides of foot (left and right). Theerefore, there were
200 indivvidual scan im
mages in totall, which had a mix
of 3-foott types, whichh were normaal (93), high (84),
and flat foot
f
(23).

[a] Normal

Figure 6. Structure
S
Charrt of FAP Systtem
The descriptioon of each moodule of FAP System is
described as follow
wed:
1. User Intteraction: provides for all users to
access too FAP System
m, which can in
nteract by
two moddules: Add Image and View
V
Foot
Type.
a. Image Addinng: allows useers to add
an image of a foot pressuree image or
a set of imagges that userss want to
classify its foot type.
b. View Foot Type Result: allows
users to view
w the foot ty
ype as an
output of the system.
2. Foot Arcch index: perrforms classifi
fication of
FAP Systtem.

[b] High

[c] Flat
Figure 5.
5 Examples of Foot Pressuure Image for each
e
Fooor Arch Type
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a.

b.

c.

Imagge Getting: allows the systeem to
retrieeve the input or foot scan image
for the
t classificaation by foot arch
index.
Pre-pprocessing: applies
a
a meethod
for
suppressiing
unwanted
inforrmation of thee input or foott scan
imagge before forw
warding to finnd the
arch index.
Archh Index Calcculation: calcuulates
the arch
a
index vallue and classiffy the
foot type based on the foot arch
index method.

Figure
F
8. Systeem Architectuure of Classificcation
Module

4. Implemen
I
ntation
In this sectionn, we explaain the pro
ocess of
impllementing ouur applicationn. According
g to the
struccture chart in Figure 6. Useers can make use
u of the
web interface as shown in Fiigure 9to uplload their
imag
ge and view thhe result.

P System conssists of three main componnents,
FAP
which arre the web appplication, web
w server and the
classificaation modulee. The reasonn we select web
applicatioon technologyy is due to thheir popularityy and
flexibilityy across platfoorms.

Figurre 9. Upload im
mage page
Once the user uploads thhe foot image, the next
process is to classify
c
the foot type. For the
classsification moddule, our impllementation iss based on
web technology and Python [9]. Accordin
ng to the
systeem architectuure of the claassification module,
m
as
show
wn in Figure 8, the processses are as folllowed. In
the following
f
expllanation, the iimage in Figu
ure 10 will
be ussed.

Figuure 7. System Architecture
A
o FAP System
of
m
The system archhitecture shoown in Figurre 7,
representts the process of FAP Syystem. Firstlyy, the
user or insole manuufacturer can upload the foot
pressure image to ouur web appliication. Thenn, the
applicatioon sends a reqquest for connnecting to thee web
server. Once
O
conneccted, it subm
mits foot preessure
image to the classification module.
Nexxt, once the classification
c
module receives a
foot presssure image, it performs the
t foot arch type
classificaation. The proocess is to claassify the foott type
of a fooot pressure im
mage and sennd the result (foot
type) baack to the web
w
server. Then, the output
o
displays on the applicaation.
Thee system arcchitecture of the classificcation
module (shown
(
in Figuure 8) represeents how the model
m
proceeds the classiffication with the input (foot
pressure image). Firsstly, it receivves the imagee and
performss the pre-proccessing to adjjust the distorrtions
on the im
mage file. Thhen, it calculaates the arch index
i
based onn the pre-proccessed image. Finally, the arch
index vallue defined inn Table 1to claassify the foott arch
type.

Fig
gure 10. An exxample of Fooot Pressure Im
mage for
Explanatioon
module recceives an
Firstly,
F
the classification
c
imag
ge from the user, then iit applies th
he Python
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program to find the arch index. An image thhat is
accepted by this system
m is RGB imaage.
Thee steps of pre-pprocessing aree as follows. In
I the
beginningg, the RGB innput image is converted intto the
grayscalee using scikiit-image1 librrary in Pythoon as
shown inn Figure 11.

With this, we
w perform thhe toe removaal process
by seearching throuugh the set off𝐼 .We then diiscard any
comp
ponentsthatcoontain values less than a half
h of the
foot width or 𝑤⁄2; weassume that the toe would
w
not
likely be wider thaan a half of itss correspondin
ng foot.
Note that too avoid removving the arch
h area, we
apply
y a similar assumption
a
annd limit the search
s
by
one-fourth of the foot
f
height or ℎ⁄4.

Figgure 11. Grayyscale image of
o Figure 10
Nexxt, as can bee seen in thee grayscale im
mage,
there aree square blockks (see Figuree 12). To finnd the
area of fooot, the number of pixels caan be used insstead.
Thereforee, we convertt this image to binary imagge by
mapping each square block to 1 pixel.
p
The size of
each squuare block is 12
1 x 12 pixells. In order too map
each squuare block too 1 pixel in binary imagee, the
average of
o color valuee of a square block is usedd. The
notion iss that if the average
a
color value of a sqquare
block is close to 0, it will
w be black.. Otherwise, it
i will
be white.. The result off this process is shown in Figure
F
13. The size
s of the binnary image is 40
4 x 40 pixelss.

Figgure 13. Binarry Image
After that, thhe result (Figuure 14) is thee input for
the next
n
process, which is the arch index caalculation.
To do
d that, the method
m
we usee is as explain
ned in the
sectiion of the archh index calculaation.

Figure 12. Square Bllock
Thee next processs is to removee the toe parts from
the binarry image𝐼. Too do that, we first countinng the
numbers of black pixeels in each line, horizontallyy and
t
as a set of𝐼 and 𝐼 .
verticallyy, and collect them
The actual width and height off the given fooot, 𝑤
a defined using
u
the maaximum valuees of
and , are
elements within the set of 𝐼 and 𝐼 , respectively.

1

Figure 14. An
A image afterr removing thee toe
Finally, we would
w
use thee arch index to
o interpret
the foot
f
type to be
b high, norm
mal, and flat foot.
f
This
resullt display forr the user viaa our web ap
pplication
interrface throughh the conneection of Fllask [10]
impllementation ass shown in Figgure 15.

https://scikit-im
mage.org/docs/dev/auto__examples/color_exposurre/plot_rgb_to_gray.html
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To gain moree understandinng, Figure 16shows the
exam
mple of the foot
f
pressure image, whicch has 19
rowss of square bllock in total, which is the foot area.
Baseed on this, thee human mighht decrease th
he number
of ro
ows from 19 to 18 so thaat the 3-partss division
process will be eaasier. By usinng the originaal number
of ro
ows, the archh index of thee left and rig
ght foot is
both
h 0.28, which means
m
that booth sides of feeet are flat
foot.. However, if we decrease tthe number off rows, the
arch index of left and right foott will be shifteed to 0.26
and 0.27 respectivvely, and thiss reflects a no
ormal foot
for both cases. Thus, that iss why modifying the
num
mber of rows of
o squares in images can leead to the
wron
ng arch type.

Figure 15. Arch indeex and foot arrch types of ressult

5. Exp
periment and
a Discu
ussion
In this section, the detail of thee experimentt and
analysis are
a presented..

5.1 Exp
periment Description
D
The input data thatt we used to
t calculatedd and
classifiedd foot type were
w
100 pairrs of foot preessure
images dataset
d
or 200 feet images inn total. They came
from the Presscam analysis tool. Thhe dataset connsists
of 3 foott types as higgh, normal and flat as show
wn in
Figure 4. The images that we use is in JPEG foormat
with resoolution 500 x 500 pixels. To evaluatee our
system, we conducted our experiiment based on 3
types off processed data
d
those aree the sets off arch
index vallue from pre-llabeled valuess and our resuults (It
is called Thresholding)).
Theese pre-labeleed values weere given byy the
experts are
a divided innto two sets. For
F the first set
s of
data, thee experts hadd the processs of modifiedd the
number of rows of squares
s
in im
mages (It is called
c
Labeled by expert) before the calculation, and they
had not done
d
for the second set (Itt is called Laabeled
by expeert (New)). In
I the end, we conductted 3
experimeents to compare between these Labeleed by
expert, Labeled byy expert (New)
(
and our
Thresholding data. More
M
details will be discuussed
later.
Thee reason beehind the sttated processs of
modificaation is due too the human error nature when
doing thee classificationn. To be moree precise, wheen the
human would
w
like to calculate
c
the arch
a
index from
m the
foot presssure image (see Figure 5). They neeed to
divide thhe foot image into 3 parts as required by
b the
method of
o calculationn discussed beefore. To makke the
process easier,
e
they would
w
try to adjust the oriiginal
input byy increasing and
a
decreasinng the number of
rows of squares. For example, if an image haas 20
rows, forr humans, we
w will increaase the numbber of
rows to 21
2 so that it would
w
be easiier to divide into
i
3
parts. However,
H
this might leadd to the erroor of
calculatioon.
Witth this, it can be counted as
a the advantaage of
using ourr system as, unlike
u
humanss, the machinee will
not condduct things bassed on their convenience.
c
T
Thus,
our systeem does not need
n
to increaase or decreasse the
row and just
j use the pixel level of images
i
to calcculate
the arch index.
i

Fig
gure 16. Exampple case wherre the image cannot
c
be
divided byy 3
For our appproach, FAP will divide 19 by 3,
whicch is equal to 6.33. As ccan be seen, it is not
possible to get 6.333 pixels. FAP
P will calculaate part A,
B, an
nd C (see Figgure 3) by rouunding the pix
xel up and
shariing the pixelss that in the m
middle of A an
nd B or B
and C.
C For example, in this casee, the row of pixel
p
of A
is 1 – 7, B is 7 – 13, C is 13 – 19.
Thus, we seet up experim
ments to com
mpare the
resullts based onn these assuumptions. All results
preseented in this section havee been conduccted on a
64bit Dual-Core Intel
I
Core 5 dual 2.5GHz machine,
with
h 4GB of RA
AM under W
Windows 10. We use
Pyth
hon 2.7 and Flask 1.0.2.

5.2 Experimen
nt Results aand Discusssion
As stated before, we
w have usedd the Labeled by
b expert,
Labeeled by experrt (New) and Thresholding data. We
preseented the expperimental reesults by usin
ng scatter
plot with a lineear line, whhere each data point
repreesents each fooot image inpput, each x-ax
xis and yaxis represents thhe calculationn of the Thrresholding
and Labeled by expert, respeectively. Figu
ure 17and
Figu
ure 18show thee arch index vvalue from thee right and
left foot.
f
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The result shows that the correctness of our
program comparing to data Labeled by the expert on
both sides of the foot is 77%. This low number caused
by the human nature of increasing and decreasing the
number of rows for calculation as stated before.

Figure 19. Comparison between right foot Arch Index
Data between labeled by expert with modifying the
number of rows and right foot Arch Index Data
labeled by expert without modifying the number of
rows

Figure 17. Comparison of right foot Arch Index Data
between labeled by expert with modifying the number
of rows and calculating by using a program

Figure 20. Comparison between left foot Arch Index
Data between labeled by expert with modifying the
number of rows and left foot Arch Index Data labeled
by expert without modifying the number of rows
Finally, we conduct the third experiment to
compare between Labeled by expert (New) data and
FAP data. The results are shown in Figure 17 and
Figure 18. As we can see, the correctness of FAP
compared to the one labeled by the expert (New) is
87.5%, which is better than the first and second
experiment. In addition, if we observe these scatter
plot, it can be seen that the data points are very close
to the linear line for both foot sides.

Figure 18. Comparison of left foot Arch Index Data
between labeled by expert with modifying the number
of rows and calculating by using a program
Therefore, after discussing these problems with
the experts, they admitted that the arch index
calculation by modifying the number of rows of
squares in images was due to human error. Then, they
agreed to change the way of calculating the footprint
area by using the exact number of rows of squares to
calculate the arch index and classify foot arch type as
Labeled by expert (New) data.
This leads to the second experiment. The results
are shown in Figure 19andFigure 20. These figures
show that the correctness of Labeled by expert data is
only 84.5% comparing to Labeled by expert (New)
data. This is because, as mentioned, if the number of
rows of squares in images is modified, this may lead
to wrong arch index value and type.

Figure 21. Comparison of right foot Arch Index
Data between labeled by expert without modifying
the number of rows and calculating by using FAP
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Figure 22. Comparison of left foot Arch Index Data
between labeled by expert without modifying the
number of rows and calculating by using FAP
Therefore, it is evidently important that modifying
the number of rows of squares in images is necessary
to be re-considered since this is a factor of the errors
in manual classifying foot arch types. On the other
hand, FAP can increase the accuracy of classification
when the number of rows of squares in images is not
modified and decrease the human error and
classification time since our program calculates arch
index at the pixel level of images. In addition to this,
for the classification time, it is clearly seen that our
approach spends less time the manual calculation by
humans.

6. Conclusion
In the process of creating the personalized insole, it
requires the knowledge of the foot arch index which
can lead to the prediction of foot type: high, normal,
and flat. However, the manual method can cause timeconsuming and human errors. Effectively, the reasons
for using our proposed approach have been driven by
two factors. Firstly, it can reduce human error,
especially from fatigued, and improve accuracy of
calculation process. Secondly, the classification can
be performed in short periods and lead to overall time
reduction.
In the experimental result, we observe the actual
problem of human errors by their adding or removing
the number of rows from the original inputs and this
can be a cause of wrong calculation. However, our
system does not have the same problem and our
results support that statement.
However, there are some limitations to our
approach. For example, the thresholding method may
not remove toes in some cases. Therefore, to improve
the performance of our approach and finding a better
way of classifying foot arch types, we aim for
applying Machine Learning to extract parameter by a
foot feature using different algorithms and analyzing
data in the perspective of correctness, high
performance and effectiveness.
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